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In this thesis, interaction of an ultrashort single-cycle pulse (USCP) with a bound 

electron without ionization is studied for the first time. For a more realistic 

mathematical description of USCPs, Hermitian polynomials and combination of 

Laguerre functions are used for two different single-cycle excitation cases. These 

single-cycle pulse models are used as driving functions for the classical approach to 

model the interaction of a bound electron with an applied field. Two different new 

novel time domain modification techniques are developed for modifying the classical 

Lorentz damped oscillator model in order to make it compatible with the USCP 

excitation. In the first technique, a time dependent modifier function (MF) approach 

has been developed that turns the Lorentz oscillator model equation into a Hill-like 

equation with non-periodic time varying damping and spring coefficients. In the 

second technique, a time dependent convolutional modifier function (CMF) approach 

has been developed for a close resonance excitation case. This technique provides a 

continuous updating of the bound electron motion under USCP excitation with CMF 

time upgrading of the oscillation motion for the bound electron. We apply each 

technique with our two different driving model excitations. Each model provides a 



quite different time response of the bound electron for the same applied time domain 

technique. Different polarization response will subsequently result in relative 

differences in the time dependent index of refraction. We show that the differences in 

the two types of input oscillation fields cause subduration time regions where the 

perturbation on the real and imaginary part of the index of refraction dominate 

successively. 
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NOMENCLATURE 

 

Symbol  Description 

0w       angular frequency 

c      speed of light 

    carrier wavelength 

o    Rabi frequency that produces Stokes sideband 

1    Rabi frequency that produces anti-Stokes sideband 

w    detuning from electronic states 

w    detuning from Raman sidebands 

ab    D2 vibrational transition frequency 

T   repetition rate 

    phase shift 

t    time delay 

m    order of Laguerre function 

 tLm
   thm  order Laguerre function 

z    spatial coordinate on z-axis 

ot    time scale of the pulse 

    initial phase 

    phase term of the electric field 

 E     ultrashort single-cycle electric field 



viii 

 

p    pulse duration 

n    index of refraction 

o    permittivity of free space 

o    permeability of free space 

 tPpol
   electronic polarization 

eq    electron charge 

em    electron rest mass 

 tx    electron oscillation field 

 txo
   modifier function 

ok    spring constant 

o    damping constant 

 tQ    time dependent spring coefficient 

 tP    time dependent damping coefficient 

w    spectral bandwidth 

 tf    trial function for the solution of Volterra Integral Equation  

    phase term of  tf  

oif    coefficient of i
th
  tf   

 txo

'    1
st
 derivative of the modifier function 

 txo

''    2
nd

 derivative of the modifier function 

 txoV
   modifier function found via Volterra Integral Equation solution 

 tfV
    tf  that is found by using  txoV
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                      CHAPTER 1 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The studies on the generation of ultrashort laser pulses that contain only a few cycles 

of the electric field attracted remarkable attention in the scientific community [1-37]. 

For the generation of ultrashort pulses, one requires a wide-bandwidth coherent 

spectrum [2]. An incoherent radiation source, such as sunlight, a high pressure arc 

lamp or an atomic line emission lamp consists of many spectral components, all with 

randomly varying phases [2]. The time structure from such a source is white noise [2]. 

In contrast, a coherent light source has a fixed phase relation among the spectral 

components, which interfere to produce well-defined waveforms [2]. For more than 

two decades and until very recently, the shortest optical pulses were obtained by 

expanding the spectrum of a mode-locked laser by self-phase modulation in an optical 

fiber, and then compensating for group velocity dispersion by using diffraction grating 

and prism pairs [3]. Following the report in 1987 of 6 fs optical pulses from a dye 

laser system [4], ultrashort light pulse research has led to the creation of laser systems 

generating pulses only a few cycles in duration [4]. Few-cycle transients generation 

has been boosted by Ti:Sapphire technology [4]. Using sophisticated intracavity 

dispersion control, a pulse duration of 4.4 fs has been achieved directly with a 

resonator [4,5]. Ti:Sapphire amplifiers operating at reduced repetition rates enable 

extreme compression in hollow fibers [4,6,7]. Broadband optical parametric oscillators 
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[4,8] and amplifiers [4,9] have produced pulses as short as 3.9 fs in the visible [4,10] 

and 8.5 fs in the near infrared [4,11]. Very recently, 7.8 fs pulses at a central 

wavelength of 1.2 μm were implemented with erbium-doped fiber technology [4]. All 

these results correspond to less than two but more than 1.3 oscillation cycles of the 

electromagnetic field [4]. Since light is an electromagnetic wave, the laser pulses 

cannot be shorter than the carrier wavelength, λ, which therefore limits the duration of 

the pulse to λ/c, where c is the speed of light. To synthesize even shorter pulses, the 

spectra from femtosecond sources may be shaped in amplitude and phase [4,12] or 

pulse trains at different wavelength may be phase locked and combined [4]. In 

principle, a sequence of light pulses that are shorter than λ / c can be produced simply 

by adding together waves [Fig. 1.1] that oscillate with an angular frequency of wo + 

MΔw, where Δw is a fixed shift with respect to the fundamental laser wave, wo = 2πc / 

λ, and M is an integer [13].  

 

 

Fig 1.1. How to generate subfemtosecond pulses: The superposition of several light waves at 

equidistant frequencies (top) in the ultraviolet region can give rise to a sequence of subfemtosecond 
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spikes (bottom) if the phases of the waves are adjusted appropriately. The repetition rate of the spikes is 

Δν = Δw / 2π, where Δw is the angular frequency difference between adjacent components [13]. 

 

The result is series of intense spikes separated in time by 1 / Δν = 2π / Δw [13]. The 

duration of these spikes is inversely proportional to both the frequency shift, Δν, and 

the number of waves that add together [13]. Conceptually, this technique is closely 

related to the mode-locking method that is generally used to generate femtosecond 

pulses in laser resonators [13]. Indeed, Δν must be so large that no laser can amplify 

all these frequency-shifted waves [13]. The only way that these waves can be 

produced is using nonlinear optical techniques that are not part of the femtosecond 

laser oscillator itself [13]. 

     For more than a decade, laser physicists and engineers have dreamed of combining 

the output from two independent mode-locked lasers to synthesize single-cycle pulses 

through coherent interference [14]. Recently, the studies on the generation of 

ultrashort laser pulses that contain only a few cycles of the electric field have reached  

an advanced point where the ultrashort laser pulses contain only a single-cycle of the 

electric field [2-5,14-24,28-31,33,34]. A single-cycle pulse, the shortest possible 

waveform at a given wavelength, occurs when the electric field within the envelope of 

an ultrashort laser pulse performs just one period before the pulse ends [14]. In the 

infrared region at around 1.5 μm, the duration of one optical cycle is approximately 4 

fs [14]. Although the shortest pulses achieved so far have durations of less than 100 

attoseconds, they are still multicycle pulses because the frequency of electromagnetic 

radiation is much higher in the extreme ultraviolet region than the infrared [14]. 
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Today, there are two different approaches to generate single-cycle pulses 

experimentally. The first approach relies on the adiabatic preparation of highly 

coherent molecular vibrations or rotations in large ensembles of molecules [3]. The 

researchers who proposed this approach investigated a broad-band Raman light 

source, which is based on the collinear generation of  wide spectrum of equidistant 

mutually  coherent Raman sidebands [3,26,27]. Raman scattering occurs [Fig. 1.2] 

when light passes through a gas of molecules [13]. The light can excite vibrational  or 

rotational energy  levels  in  the  molecules,  which  subsequently  modulate  the  laser 

 

Fig. 1.2. a) The pump (red) and Stokes (dark red) driving lasers drive a molecular vibrational transition 

slightly off-resonance. b) The pump laser mixes with the molecular vibration to generate an additional 

anti-Stokes frequency (broken green line). c) The anti-Stokes field mixes with the molecular vibration 

to generate the next anti-Stokes frequency (broken blue line) d) This process continues to generate both 

Stokes (solid lines to the right of pump pulse) and anti-Stokes (broken lines to the left of pump pulse). 

The number of new frequencies depends on the efficiency of the process [2]. 

 

radiation [13]. The potential of stimulated Raman scattering for generating trains of 

subfemtosecond pulses has been demonstrated by several studies [13,24,25,28-34]. In 

Vibrational  

Levels 

(a) (b) (c) (d) 
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these studies it has been showed that two laser beams whose frequency difference is 

slightly offset from a molecular transition will, for an appropriate choice of gas 

pressure and cell length, generate a spectrum of Raman sidebands whose Fourier 

transform is a periodic train of subfemtosecond pulses [28]. The essence of the 

technique [Fig. 1.3] is the concurrent generation of a  frequency  modulated  

waveform  and  the  use  of  group  velocity  dispersion to temporally compress this 

waveform [28]. The coherence of the driven molecular transition is central to this 

technique [28] and it is established by detuning [Fig. 1.3(a)] slightly from the Raman 

resonance by driving the system with two single-mode laser fields [3,28].  

 

Fig. 1.3. a) Experimental setup for temporal synthesis and characterization of single-cycle pulses.        

b) Modulation and synchronization of the pulse train with respect to the molecular oscillation. c) 
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Photoionization of xenon for characterization of synthesized single-cycle pulse train 

[2,3,4,13,14,24,28,31,32,35,36]. 

 

Classically, this interaction can be pictured [Fig. 1.3(b)] as driving a harmonic 

oscillator near its resonance at the beat note frequency of the two lasers [2]. In this 

manner a very efficient molecular motion mixes with the two applied fields is 

prepared to produce new coherent frequencies [2]. Molecular motion, either in phase 

with the driving force (Raman detuning below resonance) or antiphased (Raman 

detuning above resonance) [Fig. 1.3(a)], in turn modulates the driving laser 

frequencies [32]. In its simplest terms, molecular modulation is very much similar to 

electro-optic modulation. The only difference is that molecular modulation occurs at 

the frequencies at 5 orders of magnitude larger [36]. What the coherent molecular 

motion does is to modulate the refractive index of the medium. If we consider the 

molecules of deuterium (D2) [Fig. 1.3(b)], when they are stretched, they are easier 

polarizable [36]. Thus the refractive index of a medium composed of stretched 

molecules is larger than the refractive index of a medium composed of compressed 

molecules [36]. If the molecules in a sample oscillate in unison, the macroscopic index 

of refraction of that medium is modulated sinusoidal with the frequency of the 

molecular motion [35]. So, the molecular modulation is essentially due to the 

production of Stokes and anti-Stokes Raman sidebands of a special regime of Raman 

scattering with maximal coherence [35]. 

     The Raman generator in Fig. 1.3(a) is constructed by driving the fundamental 

vibrational transition of D2 by two transform-limited laser pulses, one from Nd: Yag 

laser at 1.064 μm and the other from a Ti:Sapphire laser at 807 nm, such that their 
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frequency difference is approximately equal to the transition frequency of 2994 cm
-1

 

[24]. The energy and pulse width of the 1.064 μm beam are 70 mJ and 10 ns. For the 

807 nm beam, these quantities are 60 mJ and 15 ns [24]. Both have a repetition rate of 

10 Hz and are combined and loosely focused into a 50 cm long D2 cell [24]. The 

output after  the deuterium  cell  is  white  light  and  the  generated  spectrum,  which  

can  be  observed by dispersing the beam with a prism [2], consists of up to seventeen 

sidebands and extends over many octaves of optical bandwidth (from 2.95 μm in the 

infrared to 195 nm in the ultraviolet) [3]. As it is seen in Fig. 1.3(a), only the seven of 

these generated sidebands are used and the other frequencies are blocked [2]. The 

good mutual coherence across the spatial and temporal profiles of generated Raman 

sidebands by molecular modulation, allows them to be recombined spatially after the 

phase adjustment with a liquid crystal phase modulator and spectral modification 

techniques to be used to synthesize specified femtosecond time structures in a Xe 

target cell [see Fig. 1.3(a)] [24]. The desired pulse is synthesized in this focal region of 

overlapping sidebands inside the chamber where four-wave mixing serves as a pulse 

shape diagnostic [see Fig. 1.3(c)] [2]. Focusing the sidebands into the chamber 

produces a very weak UV signal in the range of picojoules at several discrete 

frequencies resulting from the four-wave mixing nonlinear process in Xe [2]. The 

magnitude of the ion signal depends on the intensity of the synthesized pulse [2]. The 

shortest possible pulse that can be synthesized  also has the highest possible intensity 

[2]. So, the UV signal serves as feedback to the spatial light modulator for providing 

an adaptive phase adjustment of the seven Raman sidebands [2]. Fig. 1.3(c) shows the 
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cross-correlation trace of the synthesized pulse and the predicted single-cycle electric 

field profile from this correlation [2,24].    

     The second and the very recent experimental approach on the generation of single-

cycle  of  light pulses  makes  use  of  the  erbium-doped  fiber  laser  technology  [14]. 

 

Fig. 1.4. a) Set-up of a single-cycle fiber laser system. OSC: femtosecond erbium-doped fiber oscillator, 

EDFA: erbium-doped fiber amplifier, Si PC: silicon prism compressor, HNF: bulk highly nonlinear 

fiber for tailored supercontinuum generation, F2 / SF10 PC: pulse compressors with F2 and SF10 

Brewster prisms, LPF: low-pass filter (cutoff wavelength 1600 nm), VDL: variable delay line, DBC: 

dichroic beam combiner. The divergent output leaving each HNF end facet is collimated with off-axis 

parabolic mirrors [4]. b) Temporal oscillations of the electric field of two synchronized ultrashort light 

pulses with different center frequencies [37]. c) The coherent superposition of the transients. They are 

combined in space and time such that the central field maxima are exactly in sync with each other. In 
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this way, these regions get amplified. Due to the different frequencies, destructive interference sets in 

already during the oscillation cycles before and after the central maximum [4,14,37,38]. 

 

An innovative way for the construction of single-cycle of light through the coherent 

superposition of two non-overlapping spectra of separate pulse trains using this 

technology is reported in [4] [see Fig. 14(a)]. Since the possibility to achieve broader 

bandwidth and shorter pulse duration is to coherently superimpose [see Figs. 1.4(a), 

1.4(b)] separated spectra from independent broadband lasers at different center 

wavelengths [39], the coherent interference between the outputs of two mode-locked 

lasers has already been tried to be used in several studies, but timing jitter has always 

prevented the success [38]. To combat this drawback, as it is seen in Fig. 1.4, it is the 

first time that a beam from a mode-locked femtosecond erbium-doped fiber oscillator 

operating at a repetition rate of 40 MHz is split into two branches and used as seed 

pulses for two different parallel femtosecond erbium-doped fiber amplifiers [4]. In 

each branch the average power of the femtosecond pulse train is amplified to 330 mW. 

Using the same oscillator as a seed for deriving both spectra provides an achievement 

in the need to reduce the residual timing jitter between the two pulse trains to a level 

of 43 as [14]. In each branch, the pulses are compressed to pulse durations of 120 fs in 

a silicon prism sequence [39]. Subsequent supercontinuum generation in highly 

nonlinear fiber assemblies lead to tailor cut spectra with center wavelengths of 1125 

nm (dispersive wave) and 1770 nm (soliton), respectively [39]. The two components 

are then combined with a dichroic mirror. The temporal overlap is aligned with a 

piezo-controlled delay stage in one branch [39]. At the optimum relative temporal 

position between the two components of Δt=0 fs, constructive interference arises 
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exactly for the central field maxima of each pulse, whereas the rest of both transients 

superimposes destructively which indicates the formation of a single cycle pulse [4].  

 

Fig. 1.5. Fringe-resolved second-order autocorrelations for two-photon signal from a GaAs photodiode 

versus different time delay Δt between dispersive wave and soliton. At the optimum overlap (Δt=0) the 

signal features an isolated central maximum, indicating the formation of a single-cycle pulse with 

duration 4.3 fs [4].  

 

     Due to the advent of these new experimental studies, the need for understanding the 

interaction of a USCP with the medium through which it is propagating in is an 

important and timely topic [40,41,42,43,44,45,46]. The interaction of a laser pulse 

with matter involves the interaction of the incident electric field with the electrons of 

the material. Basic physics of the pulse-matter interaction depends strongly on the 

ratio of the pulse duration and the characteristic response time of the medium (as well 
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as on the pulse intensity and energy). This ratio is the key term in the polarization 

response of the medium from a classical point of view. The goal of this thesis is to 

provide the mathematical model for the interaction dynamics of a USCP with a bound 

electron without ionization for the first time. This study is concerned with the linear 

polarization response of dispersive materials under USCP excitation where the electric 

field strength is low enough to not produce ionization. Since the energy is below the 

ionization threshold of the medium, there is not any plasma effect during the 

interaction of the applied field with the matter. Understanding the linear polarization 

response is crucial in order to formulate a realistic field integral. This realistic field 

integral will provide a more realistic propagation model of optical pulses through 

dispersive media [47-67].  
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CHAPTER 2  

 

MODIFIER FUNCTION APPROACH FOR USCP INTERACTION IN TIME 

DOMAIN WITH A BOUND ELECTRON WITHOUT IONIZATION 

 

2.1 Mathematical Model 

In order to make an original contribution for the analysis of the interaction of an 

ultrashort single-cycle pulse (USCP) with a bound electron without ionization, first it 

is necessary to find a realistic model for a USCP. Such pulses have a rather different 

structure from conventional modulated quasi-monochromatic signals with a 

rectangular or Gaussian envelope [40,41,42,43]. Due to the following main reasons 

associated with USCPs, combination of Laguerre functions and Hermitian 

polynomials (Mexican Hat) are used in this study for modeling applied EM field: 

i)  Arbitrary transient steepness: The rising and the falling times of the signal can 

be unequal. 

ii) Varying zero spacing: The distances between zero-crossing points may be 

unequal. 

iii) Both the waveform envelope and its first spatial, second spatial and temporal 

derivatives are continuous. 

iv) Arbitrary envelope asymmetry: USCP waveforms can be classified 

conventionally for two groups. 
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1) The sharply defined zero-crossing point at the pulse leading edge as initial 

point    (combination of Laguerre functions). 

2) The sharply defined narrow maximum against a background of 

comparatively long tails (Hermitian polynomials – Mexican Hat). 

[40,41,42,43]. 

Although delta function or the Heaviside step function are widely used, they assume 

zero signal duration and zero relaxation time. These assumptions are not suitable for 

modeling the waveform of a USCP. There are some other more realistic models, such 

as modulated Gaussian or rectangular transients, but these models assume equally 

spaced zeros which is not suitable for a USCP, neither [40,41,42,43].  

     The combination of Laguerre functions for defining the spatiotemporal profile of a 

USCP is defined as       tLtLBtE mmm 2  where        m

m

m

m xx
dx

d
mxxL  exp!/2/exp  is 

a single Laguerre function with order m and   0

1 / tzctx  . Here, B  is 

normalization constant, c  is the velocity of light in vacuum, z  is the propagation 

direction and 0t  is the time scale of the pulse. In this study, the combination of 2
nd

 and 

4
th
 order Laguerre functions are used to define a single USCP: 

 

           ,2
2

5

24

15

24

1
5.7exp 2342

2 







 E                        (2.1) 

 

where the phase term is defined as   0

1 / tzct   . Here,  is the initial phase, z  

is the spatial coordinate in the propagation direction of the pulse and ot  is the time 
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scale of the pulse. For Laguerre USCP, 16104  x , mxz 9105   and 1510ot  seconds. 

Here,   and z  are chosen arbitrarily. With these values, we have the phase term 

4167.0
ot

t . So, we obtain the Laguerre USCP [Fig. 2.1(a)] in time domain as: 
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           (2.2) 

 

Fig. 2.1. (a) Applied Laguerre USCP with pulse duration τp=8x10-16 seconds. (b) 1st derivative 

(V/m.sec) of the Laguerre USCP. 

 

Fig. 2.1(b) shows the first derivative of the applied field and it is seen that the 

analytical expression  E  in Eq. 2.1 satisfies the conditions of arbitrary transient 

steepness and arbitrary envelope asymmetry. From Fig. 2.1(a), it is also seen that it 

satisfies the condition of varying zero spacing for a USCP. In addition to these, time 

profile of the Laguerre USCP almost satisfies the integral property: 

 

           .0
0




 dE                (2.3) 
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For the Hermitian (Mexican Hat) USCP [Fig. 2.2(a)], the following definition is used: 

 

                   ,2/exp1 22  E                           (2.4) 

 

where, 15104  x , mxz 9105   and 1510ot  seconds. With these values, we have the 

phase term 0167.4
ot

t . So, we define the Hermitian USCP [Fig. 2.2(a)] in 

time domain as: 

 

 


















































 2/0167.4exp0167.41

22

oo t

t

t

t
tE              (2.5) 

 

Fig. 2.2(b) illustrates that the Hermitian pulse satisfies the above concerns.             

 

Fig. 2.2. (a) Applied Hermitian USCP with pulse duration τp= 8x 10-15 seconds. (b) 1st derivative 

(V/m.sec) of the Hermitian USCP. 

 

     In addition to the question how to formulate ultrashort single cycle transients, it is 

also natural to ask how these pulses propagate in optical medium. In this study, USCP 
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means the smallest possible single cycle piece (unity source) of a wave packet. It is the 

part of an actual carrier field and does not contain any other carrier fields in itself. For 

a USCP, it is difficult to introduce the concept of an envelope and it is not possible to 

define a group velocity. For such short  pulses the distinction  between  carrier 

oscillations and slowly varying envelope (SVE), which have two different temporal 

scales that are peculiar to quasi-monochromatic pulses, becomes diffuse or  

meaningless  [47,68,69,70]. Jumping from many cycle optical waves to single cycle 

optical pulses in dealing with light-matter interaction, the mathematical treatments 

should be revised. The traditional analysis of pulsed EM phenomena is questionable 

[40,41,42,43]. If the applied field is a USCP, the shortest possible field as explained 

above, then it is impossible to separate the applied source into pieces to find the effect 

of each part (or piece) by superposing as being suggested in the models explained in 

many fundamental textbooks [71].  

     In order to understand the USCP-medium interaction phenomenon, we must 

acquire certain special features such as operating directly with Maxwell equations 

beyond the scope of Fourier representations [40,41,42,43].  Since the situations occur 

where the time scale of the pulse is equal or shorter than the relaxation time of the 

medium, material has no time to establish its response parameters during the essential 

part of the pulse continuance [58,66,72,73,74]. These parameters, which govern the 

polarization response of the media, change their values during the pulse continuance 

[58,72]. Thus, solutions of Maxwell equations with time-dependent coefficients are 

required for the analysis of the wave dynamics [66,74].  
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     In our study, we consider an approach such that under a single USCP excitation, 

the change in the relative position of a bound electron to its parent atom without 

ionization will change the amplitude of the dipole in the atom and so forth the 

instantaneous polarization. As a result of this fluctuation in the polarization, the index 

of refraction will change in the duration of the single USCP excitation during which 

the propagation dynamics of the same applied USCP and the other USCPs coming 

after the first one will be evaluated. So physically, we consider a case where the 

medium is including the source. This is a common situation especially in optical 

communication. In addition to this, we can associate this approach to some diagnostic 

techniques in ultrafast optics such as pump-probe experiments where both pump and 

probe pulses propagate and evaluate the time varying physical parameters of the 

medium. But before diving into Maxwell equations, we have to figure out how the 

polarization response of the medium must be handled for the interaction of a USCP 

EM field with a bound electron. Understanding the polarization response of the 

material under the excitation of a USCP EM field is one of the most important, not 

clearly answered yet, core question of today and near future ultrafast laser 

engineering. 

     Polarization is a crucial physical phenomenon, especially for optical 

communication, since it defines the change in the index of refraction in the material 

due to the applied field [58,72,73,75,76]. In terms of permittivity, we can write index 

of refraction (for a nonmagnetic material) as:  
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[see Ref. [77], pp: 68-70 and Ref. [78], pp: 69-70 for the justification of Eq. (2.6)] 

where o  is the permittivity of free space,  tE  is the applied electric field, and  tPpol  

is the electronic polarization. The polarization response of the medium gives the 

change in the index of refraction. This change or this polarization response affects the 

temporal and spatial evaluation (Fig. 2.3) of the propagating pulse [1,23,79].  

 

     

 

 

 

Fig. 2.3. Schematic representation of self-modulation (pulse chirping). Although we are interested in 

the low intensity applied fields for linear polarization in this study, temporal dependence of the intensity 

profile of the applied field can still cause a temporal dependence in the refractive index [79]. 

 

     The starting point of all these dynamics is the inhomogeneous wave equation: 
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where the polarization is the source term of the governing differential equation. In 

order to find the polarization, we must find the oscillation field (displacement) of the 

bound electrons. According to the Lorentz damped forced oscillator model: 

 

             
   

   ,
2

2

tEqtxk
dt

tdx
m

dt

txd
m eooee                (2.8) 

 

 tx  is the time dependent displacement or the oscillation field of a bound electron 

with respect to the applied field  tE , o  is the damping constant, ok  is the spring 

constant of the material and em  is the mass of electron.  

     For USCP excitation, unlike the long pulse excitation fields, the response 

(oscillation) of the electron must be handled in a different manner. Since, both due to 

the mass of inertia of the electron and the shortness of the USCP compared to the 

relaxation time of the medium, the electron will not sense the applied field exactly at 

the leading edge point of the pulse. The response of the electron to the applied field 

will increase gradually. During this sense, the electron will not follow the oscillation 

profile of the applied electric field. So, the oscillation field of the electron will not 

only have a difference in the phase but also will have a different time profile (time-

dependency) with the applied field. In regular cases, if the applied field is in the form 

of 
jwte  time-dependency, then we assume that the oscillation of the electron will be in 

the same time-dependency form. In the literature, Lorentz oscillator model is directly 

used in 
jwte  time-dependency [80]. But for a USCP excitation, not only the time-

dependency 
jwte is not valid, but also the oscillation field will have a different 
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waveform than the applied field waveform (time-dependency). This means that, the 

 tx  term in Eq. (2.8), that is the oscillation field of the electron, will have a modified 

form of time-dependency with respect to the applied USCP. In order to define the 

modified function  tx , we developed a new time domain technique that we call 

“Modifier Function Approach”. In this approach, we define the oscillation field of the 

electron as the multiplication of the applied USCP with the modifier function: 

     ,tEtxtx o       (2.9) 

 

  

where  txo  is the modifier function. It has a unit of (meter)
2
/volt which is equivalent 

to coulomb*meter/newton. So physically, modifier function defines dipole moment 

per unit force. Plugging Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (2.8), we obtain 
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After a few manipulations, we may unite this as Eq. (2.13): 
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We can briefly write Eq. (2.13) as: 
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It is seen at Eq. (2.14) that it has a similar form with a Hill type equation where for a 

regular Hill equation,  tP  and  tQ  terms are periodic and the right side is zero. A 

linear equation of this type occurs often when a system exhibiting periodic motion is 

perturbed in some way [81]. This type of equation was first derived by G.W. Hill to 

describe the effect of perturbations on the orbit of the Moon, and it occurs in many 

other places in physics, including the quantum motion of electrons in a periodic 

potential of a crystal [81]. The band theory of solids is based on a similar equation, as 

is the theory of propagating electromagnetic waves in a periodic structure [81]. Other 

applications include parametric amplifiers. Although  tP  and  tQ  terms are periodic 

in a Hill equation, in our case they are not. So, in our model, Eq. (2.14) is a Hill-like 
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equation which has a dc source on its right side and a time-dependent damping 

coefficient (2.15) and a time-dependent spring coefficient (2.16) in terms of a damped 

forced oscillator model. The objective of Eq. (2.14) is to find the modifier function 

which can be then used to define the oscillation field (polarization response) of the 

material. Due to the time-dependent damping and spring coefficients, the modifier 

function is totally coupled with the time dependency or time profile of the applied 

field. 

     Eq. (2.8) could also have been solved directly in the temporal domain, in which 

case we would have lost the analogy with the Hill-like equation. But the 

appropriateness of using the more complicated approach with the modifier function 

has solid physical reasons. In the case of a USCP excitation, the polarization response 

of the material is not unique all through the pulse continuance. Due to the shortness of 

the duration of the applied USCP comparing to the relaxation time of the bound 

electron, the interaction dynamics and the ability of the material to sense and follow 

the applied USCP field during its continuance will be completely different than the 

conventional matter-field interaction approach. In Eq. (2.8), physical parameters 

(damping and spring coefficients) are constant. However, the interaction dynamics 

will not be constant during the USCP excitation. So, in order to penetrate the effect of 

the applied field into the oscillator model via these physical parameters to have a 

better understanding of the oscillation response of the material under USCP excitation, 

we must find the definition of these physical parameters in terms of the applied field 

and the physical constants of the system (material). Eq. (2.15) and Eq. (2.16) are these 

definitions. They are being used in Eq. (2.14) to find the modifier function which has 
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been embedded into Eq. (2.8). The physical dimension of the modifier function is a 

dipole moment per unit force. It frames the time dependency and the phase delay of 

the oscillation field of the bound electron under USCP excitation.   

2.2 Numerical Results and Discussions 

 

Fig. 2.4. Bounded electron motion under Laguerre USCP excitation ((a), (c), (e), (g), (i)) and Hermitian 

USCP excitation ((b), (d), (f), (h), (j)) for various values of spring constant (
ok ) with a fixed damping 

constant ( 14101xo   Hz). 
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In Fig. 2.4, different interaction characteristics of Laguerre and Hermitian pulses are 

shown for a fixed, relatively low value of damping constant ( 14101xo   Hz). Due to the 

definition: 
e

o

m
k

w 0
, ( em  is the mass of electron, ok  is the spring constant for bound 

electron), the free oscillation frequency of material is in UV range for spring constant 

values of 4 N/m, 9 N/m, 325 N/m, 525 N/m [Figs. 2.4(a), 2.4(b), 2.4(c), 2.4(d), 2.4(e), 

2.4(f), 2.4(g), 2.4(h), 2.13(a)], 650 N/m [Fig. 2.13(b)] and 750 N/m [Figs. 2.5(b), 

2.13(c)]. For spring constant values of 1500 N/m [Fig. 2.5(c)], 2500 N/m [Figs. 2.4(i), 

2.4(j)] and 7500 N/m [Fig. 2.13(d)], the free oscillation frequency is in X-ray range. 

As it is seen in Fig. 2.4, the Hermitian interaction has a more tendency to oscillation 

than the Laguerre interaction for relatively low values of spring constant [see Figs. 

2.4(a), 2.4(b), 2.4(c), 2.4(d)]. As the spring constant is increased, Laguerre interaction 

gains a more oscillatory profile [see Figs. 2.4(e), 2.4(g)] while the oscillation due to 

the Hermitian pulse interaction stabilizes and its time profile settles down into the 

inverted phase time profile of the excitation pulse (inverted Mexican Hat) [see Figs. 

2.4(f), 2.4(h), 2.4(j)]. Here, the amplitude of oscillation or the amplitude of trembling-

like motion of the electron is in the range of 10
-20

 m – 10
-21

 m which is in the scale of 

electron radius length. Finally, as the spring constant is increased to relatively higher 

values, the Laguerre interaction settles down into the inverted phase time profile of the 

excitation pulse, too (inverted Laguerre pulse) [see Fig. 2.4(i)]. Fig. 2.4 shows a very 

clear distinction between the interaction characteristics of Laguerre and Hermitian 

USCPs until the spring constant is 2500 N/m (after this value, we obtain only the 

inverted phase time profile of the excitation source for the oscillation). The oscillation 

characteristics of bound electron under different single USCP sources originates from 
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modifier function approach. The Hill-like equation, which is the result of the 

modification on the classic Lorentz damped oscillator model with the modifier 

function approach, causes the time varying physical parameters to come into play 

during the interaction process. Since these physical parameters (time varying damping 

and spring coefficients) are absolutely source dependent, they behave differently in the 

pulse duration of each different USCP source. As a result of this, we see different 

oscillation profiles for a bound electron under a single Laguerre and Hermitian USCP 

excitations. 

 

Fig. 2.5. Laguerre pulse excitation oscillations for damping constant: 16101xo   Hz. 

 

In Fig. 2.5, response of a bound electron is shown for a Laguerre pulse excitation for 

varying values of spring constant with a fixed, relatively higher damping constant 

value (1x10
16

) than the previous case (Fig. 2.4). An interesting feature here in Fig. 

2.5(a) and Fig. 2.4(g) is that although they are at the same spring constant value, they 

show different oscillation characteristics. Due to a higher dampimg coefficient in Fig. 

2.5(a), while the oscillation attenuates quicker at the second half cycle of the Laguerre 

USCP than in Fig. 2.4(g), it hits to a higher peak at the first half cycle of the excitation 

pulse than in Fig. 2.4(g). So, for a reasonable value of spring constant, while relatively 

higher damping coefficient makes the first half cycle of the Laguerre USCP more 
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efficient in the means of interaction, it makes the second half cycle less efficient. In 

order to compare oscillation results more detailly between Figs. 2.5(a) and 2.4(g), it is  
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Fig. 2.6. Laguerre Pulse Excitation physical parameter solutions for spring constant 525ok N/m. (a), 

(b), (e), (f) and (i) are the solutions of Fig. 2.4(g) (damping constant 14101xo   Hz). (b) and (f) are the 

magnified views of (a) and (e) respectively. (c), (d), (g), (h) and (j) are the solutions of Fig. 2.5(a) 

(damping constant 16101xo   Hz). (d) and (h) are the magnified views of (c) and (g) respectively. 

       

necessary to look at their physical parameter solutions such as time varying damping 

and time  varying  spring coefficients. As  it  is  explained  above,  these  time  varying  

 

Fig. 2.7. (a) – (b): Magnified views of left wings of Figs. 2.6(a) - 2.6(c). (c) – (d): Magnified views of 

right wings of Figs. 2.6(a) - 2.6(c). 

 

parameters come into play due to the nature of “Modifier Function Approach”. In Fig. 

2.6, time varying damping coefficient, time varying spring coefficient and the 
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modifier function solutions of Figs. 2.4(g) and 2.5(a) are shown respectively for two 

different damping constant values with a fixed spring constant at 525 N/m. In Figs. 

2.6(a) and 2.6(c), a sudden jump is seen in the time varying damping coefficient 

profiles at the time point where the excitation pulse changes its polarization direction. 

Although they look identical, the magnified views [see Figs. 2.7(a), 2.7(b), 2.7(c), 

2.7(d)] of the left and right wings of the damping coefficient show the difference 

between two different damping constant cases. Here, the left wing corresponds to the 

first half cycle, right wing corresponds to the second half cycle of the Laguerre 

excitation pulse. Comparing the amount of the change on the y-axis with the time 

duration on the x-axis between Figs. 2.7(a) – 2.7(b), and 2.7(c) – 2.7(d), it is easy to 

see the reasonable amount of difference to affect the solution of modifier function [see 

Figs. 2.6(i), 2.6(j)]. For time varying spring coefficients [see Figs. 2.6(e), 2.6(g)], a 

significant difference is seen in the time profile although the spring constant values are 

the same for both cases. The jump in Fig. 2.6(g) hits a higher peak than the jump in 

Fig. 2.6(e). This can be a reasonable explanation for a relatively low oscillation 

tendency in the second half cycle of Fig. 2.5(a) than the Fig. 2.4(g). It can be said that, 

due to the dissipation of higher energy, this jump causes a lower oscillation profile for 

the bound electron during its interaction with the second half cycle of the Laguerre 

pulse in Fig. 2.5(a) than in Fig. 2.4(g). In Fig. 2.5(c), as the spring constant is 

increased to relatively higher values, same as in Fig. 2.4(i), the oscillation profile 

settles down into the inverted time phase profile of the excitation pulse. Different from 

Fig. 2.4(i), the oscillation settles down at a relativley lower spring constant value. So, 
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it can be said that, for a higher damping constant, a lower spring constant is enough to 

stabilize the oscillation profile in time domain. 
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Fig. 2.8. Time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Laguerre USCP with a 

bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

value ( 14101xo   Hz). It is obtained from Eq. (2.6) where    txNqtP epol  . Here 
231002.6 xN   

and eq  is the electron charge. 

 

Fig. 2.8 shows the perturbation effect of an applied single Laguerre USCP on the 

index of refraction during its continuance for varying spring constants with a fixed 

damping constant value. As it is clearly seen in Fig. 2.8, for all spring constant values 

except the relatively higher case (2500 N/m), there are three regions where the 

perturbation effects are dominant. These are the trailing and leading regions of the 

pulse and the time point where the applied electric field changes its polarization sign. 

The change in the index of refraction around the trailing and leading edges is not as 

sharp as the change at the point where the polarization sign of the field changes. To 
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see this sudden effect more clearly, the zoomed view of this region is shown in Fig. 

2.9. 
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Fig. 2.9. The jump in the time dependent index of refraction where the electric field changes its 

polarization sign. 
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Fig. 2.10. Time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Hermitian USCP with a 

bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

value ( 14101xo   Hz). 

 

The same type of perturbation behavior seen in Fig. 2.8, is seen in the interaction of a 

single Hermitian USCP with a bound electron, too (see Fig. 2.10). Both of these 
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figures have the same damping constant value. The only difference in the time 

dependent perturbation  of  index  of  refraction between these  two cases  is  that since      
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Fig. 2.11. The jump in the time dependent index of refraction where the electric field changes its 

polarization sign for single Hermitian USCP interaction. 
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Fig. 2.12. Time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Laguerre USCP with a 

bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

value ( 16101xo   Hz). 
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there are two points where the Hermitain USCP field changes its polarization sign, we 

have sudden changes in the perturbation of index of refraction twice around these 

points. The zoomed view of these regions shows the sudden effects more clearly in Fig 

2.11. In Fig. 2.12, we see a similar type of change in the time dependent index of 

refraction for damping constant 16101xo   Hz.   

 

Fig. 2.13. Hermitian pulse excitation oscillations for damping constant: 17101xo   Hz. 

 

     For a damping constant value of 1x10
17

 (Fig 2.13), very different oscillation 

behaviors are seen than the previuos cases (Fig. 2.4) of Hermitian pulse excitation. 

The most prominent feature in Figs. 2.13(a), 2.13(b) and 2.13(c) is the high frequency 

oscillation profile with a phase delay with respect to excitation pulse. In Fig. 2.13, the 

spring constant is increased gradually from 2.13(a) to 2.13(c) while keeping the 
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damping value constant. For a relatively low value of spring constant in Fig. 2.13(a), 

the main lobe and the trailing tail of the excitation pulse have almost no effect on the 

oscillation of the electron. The bound electron starts sensing the leading tail of the 

Hermitian excitation after a phase delay of 5 fs. In Fig. 2.14, the modifier function 

solutions for the Hermitian pulse excitation for Fig. 2.13 is shown.  

 

Fig. 2.14. Hermitian pulse excitation modifier functions for damping constant: 17101xo   Hz. 

 

As it is seen in Fig. 2.14(a), modifier function suppresses the interaction effect of main 

lobe and the trailing tail of Hermitian function. As a result of this, the bound electron 

starts sensing the excitation pulse with a phase delay [Fig. 2.13(a)] associated with the 

modifier function. Same behaviour of the modifier function is seen in Figs. 2.14(b) 

and 2.14(c), too. As a result of this, an approximately 2 fs phase delay occurs in Figs. 
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2.13(b) and 2.13(c). In Fig. 2.14(d), the type of modifier function is seen that gives a 

completely phase inverted time profile of the excitation pulse for the oscillation of the 

bound electron. In Fig. 2.13(d), the stabilized oscillation profile is seen as a result of 

this modifier function. In Fig. 2.15, as in the Fig. 2.13, there is a high oscillation 

frequency behaviour in the perturbation effect of the single Hermitian USCP on the 

index of refraction. Especially, the magnitude of the perturbation effect is more 

significant around the main lobe and the trailing edge regions than the leading edge 

region of the applied field. The effect of the Hermitian USCP on the index of 

refraction decreases as the spring constant increases for the given fixed damping 

constant value. 
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Fig. 2.15. Time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Hermitian USCP with a 

bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

value ( 17101xo   Hz). 
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CHAPTER 3 

 

CONVOLUTIONAL MODIFIER FUNCTION APPROACH FOR USCP 

INTERACTION IN TIME DOMAIN WITH A BOUND ELECTRON 

WITHOUT IONIZATION 

 

3.1 Mathematical Model  

In section 2.1, we explained why the oscillation field of the bound electron under 

single USCP exposure must be defined in terms of the multiplication of the applied 

USCP with a modifier function. In a more realistic approximation, we need to include 

a constant updating between the electron motion and the time dependent applied field. 

This is the major difference between approaches used in sections 2.1 and 3.1. Suppose 

that  we are applying two different USCPs ranging in different spectral content on to 

the same type of material at different points. If we assume that the majority of the 

spectral content of one of these USCPs is relatively closer to the natural oscillation 

frequency of the bound electron of the material than the spectral content of the other 

USCP (see Fig. 3.1), then it will not be realistic to consider exactly the same type of 

time domain USCP interaction mechanism (modifier function approach that has been                             

explained in section 2.1) for both of these two different USCPs. As it is seen in Fig. 

3.1, we note that since the majority of the spectral content of USCP2 is closer to ow  

than the majority of the spectral content of USCP1, in the context of interaction 

efficiency the interaction of USCP2 will be relatively more intense than the interaction
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Fig. 3.1. Spectral content of two different USCPs with the same pulse duration. They are being applied 

to different points on a material which has a natural oscillation frequency of ow . 

 

of USCP1 for the given spectral content and for the given natural oscillation 

frequency.  Given the formulation provided in section 2.1, we are just directly 

masking (multiplying) the modifier function (that we found from Eq. 2.14) on to the 

time domain profile of USCP1 to find the oscillation field of the bound electron during 

the continuance of this pulse. If we follow the same procedure to calculate the 

oscillation field of the bound electron under USCP2 excitation, this will cause us to 

miss the cumulative tendency due to the memory effect of the oscillation field of the 

bound electron in time domain due to the interaction with single USCP2 compared to 

the interaction with single USCP1. In order to take into consideration the 

cumulativeness effect under USCP2 excitation, instead of defining oscillation as in Eq. 

2.9, we need to define the time dependent electron motion with a convolution 

operation since a convolution can be considered as an operation that shows the effect 

of current and past inputs to the current output of a system: 

 

fw 2

 

w  w  
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If we plug Eq. (3.1) into Eq. (2.8), we obtain 
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Eq. 3.2 allows us to obtain the oscillation field after the pulse (wake-field) due to the 

nature of convolution operation in Eq. 3.1. The modifier function is a hidden function 

that must be evaluated first to find the oscillation field caused by the USCP excitation 

where the source duration is much shorter than the relaxation dynamics of the 

material. Due to the nature of convolution operation in Eq. 3.1, although the USCP 

actually vanishes at t  (where   is the pulse duration), the modifier function will 

still exist after the end of the pulse and our technique evaluates the oscillation field 

after the pulse duration due to the memory effect of the convolution operation.  

     In order to find the modifier function in Eq. 3.2, different mathematical solution 

techniques can be used. For the work in this chapter, let us use Eq. 3.1 in the following 

form: 

 

                   ,* tEtxtxtf oo                                      (3.3 a) 
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which is called Volterra Integral Equation (VIE) of the second kind where the source 

function  tf  and the kernel function  tE  are given and  txo  is the unknown 

function. There are many existing state of the art numerical techniques for solving the 

VIE in the literature [82,83,84,85,86,87,88,89]. However, in this chapter we will 

follow a simpler mathematical procedure in order to obtain physical understanding and 

insight of differences between convolutional modifier function approach and the 

modifier function approach explained  in  section 2.1.  Let‟s  define  the  convolution  

integral  in  Eq. 3.3(b)  as:     

 

                                                  ,
0

txtfdEtx o

t

o                                (3.4) 

 

where  tf  is going to be a reasonable trial function that will be defined for finding 

the modifier function in Eq. 3.2. By plugging the definition in Eq. 3.4 into Eq. 3.2, we 

obtain: 
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While in Eq. 2.14 in section 2.1 we are calculating the modifier function for time 

dependent damping and spring coefficients, in Eq. 3.5 we calculate the modifier 

function for constant damping and spring coefficients with a time dependent source 

term modified by the trial function  tf . This approach allows us to incorporate the 

cumulative tendency of the oscillation field and memory effect originating from the 

spectral content of the USCP and to have constant damping and spring coefficients 

during the pulse continuance.  

3.2 Numerical Results and Discussions 

For our numerical calculations, we used the following forms as two trial functions 

simultaneously for the Laguerre USCP excitation case: 

 

            ,exp 2

11

a

o Sinftf                     (3.7)

         

           ,exp 2

22

a

o Sinftf                     (3.8) 

 

where 
to

zct 1 . a  can range from 1 to m according to the chosen  tf . So, at 

the end of the calculations, the total oscillation field has been evaluated as: 

 

                        


m

i ioio tEtxtEtx
m

tx
1 21 **

2

1
                             (3.9)  

 

where  tx io1 is calculated for   iatf 1  and  tx io2 is calculated for   iatf 2  from Eq.  

3.5. 
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     For the Hermitian USCP excitation case, we used the following form as the trial 

function in the numerical calculations: 

 

                           a

oftf  133                             (3.10) 

 

and the total oscillation field has been evaluated as: 

 

                  


m

i io tEtx
m

tx
1 3 *

1
                            (3.11) 

 

where  tx io3  is calculated for   iatf 3  from Eq. 3.5.  

     The values of the amplitude constants 1of , 2of , and 3of  are dependent on the trial 

functions and the number of trial functions that are chosen for the solution of the 

modifier function.  

     In Fig. 3.2, we see some important results of the convolutional modifier function 

approach on the oscillation field of the bound electron under Laguerre and Hermitian 

USCP excitation and both have close spectral content to the natural oscillation 

frequency of the material. Although there is not much difference in the oscillation 

frequency compared to the Fig. 2.4 in section 2.2, there is a significant difference in 

the oscillation amplitude where the convolutional modifier function approach has 

higher amplitudes. In addition to this (different than Fig. 2.4), in Fig. 3.2 we see some 

phase delay in the oscillation field with respect to the applied USCP for both Laguerre 

and Hermitian excitations (see Figs. 3.2(a), 3.2(b), 3.2(c), 3.2(e), 3.2(g), 3.2(h), 3.2(i) 
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and 3.2(j)). Another significant result shown in Fig. 3.2, due to the nature of the 

convolution operation, we can see the oscillation in the wake-field after the 

continuance of the USCP. 

 

Fig. 3.2. Bounded electron motion for the convolutional modifier function approach under Laguerre 

USCP excitation ((a), (c), (e), (g), (i)) and Hermitian USCP excitation ((b), (d), (f), (h), (j)) for various 

values of spring constant (
ok ) with a fixed damping constant ( 14101xo  Hz). 
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     For Fig. 3.3, we have higher oscillation amplitude and almost the same oscillation 

frequency as compared to Fig. 2.5. Also in Figs. 3.3(a), 3.3(b) and 3.3(c) there is a 

phase delay which is not seen in Figs. 2.5(a) and 2.5(b). It is observed that comparing 

Fig. 3.2 to Fig. 3.3, there is a significant difference in the wake-field oscillations 

which are attenuated much quicker in Fig. 3.3 after the end of the pulse continuance. 

 

Fig. 3.3. Bounded electron motion for the convolutional modifier function approach under Laguerre   

USCP excitation for various values of spring constant (
ok ) with a fixed damping constant 

( 16101xo  Hz). 

 

     In Figs. 3.4 and 3.5,  real and imaginary part of the perturbation effect of an applied 

single Laguerre USCP on the index of refraction of the given ook   medium. is 

shown for the convolutional modifier function approach. The common behavior that 

we note in Figs. 2.8, 3.4 and 3.5 is that there is a sudden jump for real and imaginary 

parts of the index of refraction at the point where the USCP field changes its 

polarization sign. Another point that we must note in Figs 3.4 and 3.5 is that, when the 

real part of the perturbation effect vanishes at some regions of the Laguerre USCP, the 

imaginary part of the perturbation effect on the index of refraction comes into play.  
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Fig. 3.4. Real part of the time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Laguerre 

USCP with a bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed 

damping constant ( 14101xo   Hz) [see Eq. 2.6]. 
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Fig. 3.5. Imaginary part of the time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single 

Laguerre USCP with a bound electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a 

fixed damping constant ( 14101xo   Hz) [see Eq. 2.6]. 
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3.3 Numerical solution of Volterra integral equation 

Once the oscillation field of the bound electron is defined as in Eq. (3.1), VIE of the 

second kind has been utilized in Eq. (3.3b) to find a solution for the modifier function 

 txo
. Due to the commutative property of convolution operation, we can write Eq. 

(3.3b) as:  

 

                  ,,
0
t

oo dxtEtxtf   ,10  t                        (3.12) 

 

where  ,tE  is the applied USCP as the convolutional kernel and  tf  is a given 

source function. For a general VIE of the second kind with a convolutional kernel, the 

approximate closed form solution can be evaluated by using the Modified Taylor-

series expansion method which is defined in [82]. This method can be applied to a 

wide class of VIEs of the second kind with smooth and weakly singular kernels and it 

gives an approximate and explicit closed form solution which can be computed using 

symbolic computing codes [82]. Due to the smoothness of the kernel  ,tE , only few 

terms in the Taylor expansion are enough to get high accuracy [82]. In this work, we 

apply Taylor expansion up to the second order. So, if we apply the procedure 

explained in [82] onto Eq. (3.12), we obtain the following equations : 
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where  txo

'
 and  tf '

 are the 1
st
 derivative,  txo

"  and  tf ''
 are 2

nd
 derivative of 

these terms with respect to time. Here, our aim is to find  txo , using Eqs. (3.13), 

(3.14) and (3.15). Performing the necessary manipulation, we obtain the explicit 

definition of  txo  as: 
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From Eq. (3.17),   5105293.7,  xttE   is found for Laguerre USCP. For Hermitian 

USCP: 
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From Eq. (3.18),   0047.0,  ttE   is found for Hermitian USCP. Eqs. (3.17) and 

(3.18) are going to be used in Eq. (3.16) separately for Laguerre and Hermitian USCP 

excitation cases. We also need to define  tf  in Eq. (3.16) which is apriori given term 

in a VIE solution of the second kind (Eq. (3.12)). In this section, we will use the same 

 tf  functions that have been used in section3.1. From Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8), we will  

obtain two different VIE solutions,  txo1  and  txo2
. Using these two solutions, we 

will define the final VIE solution for the modifier function as:  
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We now have the explicit solution of the modifier function. But this solution is not 

coupled with the physical parameters of the problem such as spring and damping 

constants. In order to do this, we will go back to the procedure used in section 3.1 and 

we will use  txoV
 in the procedure of convolutional modifier function approach for 

the solution of Lorentz damped oscillator model. This time, instead of finding a 

modifier function, we will find a new  tf  function and then we will use this function 

in Eq. (3.16) to find the desired modifier function which has already been coupled 

with the physical parameters of the problem. So, if we plug  txoV  into: 
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Once we find  tF  explicitly in Eq. (20), we can use it in: 
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where  tE  is the applied USCP and  tfV  is the function that we are going to use it 

in Eq. (3.16) for the VIE solution of the modifier function. Eqs. (3.20) and (3.21) are 

directly obtained from section 3.1 (see Eqs. 3.5 and 3.6). The summary of the 

procedure is shown below in Fig. 3.6. Same roadmap has been followed for the 

Hermitian USCP excitation where Eq. 3.10 is used for the initial  tf  function. 
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Fig. 3.6. Roadmap used in this section. The flow on the right with dark arrows is the procedure used in 

section 3.1. 

      

Once we find the modifier function, we can define the oscillation field explicitly under 

USCP excitation [see Eq. (3.1)]. This will provide us to see clearly the change of the 

index of refraction in time domain in the period of one USCP duration via Eq. 2.6. 

where  tPpol  is the electronic polarization which is defined as    txNqtP epol  . Here, 

N  is  the number of electrons taken into consideration per unit volume for the 
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interaction process. In this section, in order to understand the perturbation effect of the 

applied USCP on the change of the index of refraction of the medium in one pulse 

duration better, we will use the normalized form of Eq. (2.6). This will provide us to 

see the time evolution picture of the refractive index in one USCP duration in a sense 

of free from the electron density effect of the environment.     

3.4 Numerical results and discussions for VIE solution 

Fig. 3.7 shows the VIE solution of the convolutional modifier function approach for 

the motion of a bounded electron under Laguerre USCP excitation [see Figs. 3.7(a), 

3.7(c), 3.7(e), 3.7(g) and 3.7(i)] and Hermitian USCP excitation [see Figs. 3.7(b), 

3.7(d), 3.7(f), 3.7(h) and 3.7(j)] for various values of spring constant with a fixed 

value of damping constant. The arrow on the oscillation graphs indicate the time 

where the duration of the applied USCP field ends. Due to the nature of convolution 

operation, we can monitor the oscillation field of the bound electron up to 2   where 

  is the actual duration of the USCP. We use exactly the same spring constant values 

for the same fixed damping constant value used in the previous sections. Although it is 

not very dramatic, there are some differences between the results of this section and 

section 3.2. These differences are not only seen in the amplitude of the oscillation 

fields but also seen in the characteristics of the time profile. The major difference for 

Laguerre excitation is seen for the relatively higher values of the spring constant. In 

Fig. 3.7(g), comparing to the oscillation field in Fig. 3.2(g), which has the same 

physical parameters used for Fig. 3.7(g), we see a relatively higher oscillation 

amplitudes in the second half cycle of the USCP and in the late oscillation region just 
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after the USCP. In Fig. 3.7(i), the difference is more dramatic comparing to the 

oscillation in Fig. 3.2(i). While we  see  almost  exactly  the  same  type  of  half  cycle   

 

 

Fig. 3.7. Bounded electron motion for the Volterra integral equation solution of the convolutional 

modifier function approach under Laguerre USCP excitation ((a), (c), (e), (g), (i)) and Hermitian USCP 

excitation ((b), (d), (f), (h), (j)) for various values of spring constant (
ok ) with a fixed damping constant 

( Hzxo

14101 ). (Arrangement of the graphs allow one to compare early  
p0  and late  pp  2  

oscillations). 
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oscillation in the whole period of the pulse duration in both Figs. 3.7(i) and 3.2(i) with 

closely the same peak value, the late oscillation behavior, which is the oscillation after 

the interaction with the applied USCP, is completely different. As a late oscillation 

behavior, we see the inverted phase profile of the applied Laguerre USCP between the 

duration of p  and p2  period. For the higher spring constant values with the same 

fixed damping constant, oscillation behavior settles down into this time profile 

between 0 and p2  period seen in Fig. 3.7(i). For the Hermitian interaction, we see 

more dramatic differences between the Figs 3.7 and 3.2. Especially for the relatively 

high spring constant values, time phase delay behavior shows important deviation 

between two figures. In Fig. 3.7(f), we have almost one p  phase delay before the 

occurrence of the oscillation while there is no phase delay in Fig. 3.2(f). On the other 

hand, in Figs. 3.7(h) and 3.7(j), different than the oscillations in Figs. 3.2(h) and 3.2(j), 

we do not see any inverted time phase profile of the applied USCP and any time phase 

delay in the oscillation behavior. For the higher spring constant values, the oscillation 

behavior settles down into this time profile.      

     Fig. 3.8 shows the normalized value of the change of the refractive index of the 

given ook   medium in the interaction duration of the applied Laguerre USCP. As it 

is shown in Eq. (2.6), the number of electrons in the unit volume of the material 

contributing to the polarization will effect the change in the index of refraction. But 

more than the contribution of the bound electron population, we are interested in the 

effect of the oscillation response of each single electron on the refractive index under a 

single USCP excitation. So, different than section 3.2, since it is more intuitive, in this 

section we have a normalized picture of the process in order to understand the pure 
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perturbation effect of the applied USCP – bound electron interaction on the time 

evolution of the refractive index of the medium. For example, if we look at to Fig. 

3.8(a), around the close proximity of 7x10
-16

 second, it is seen that the perturbation 

effect of the applied USCP on the real part of the refractive index is two times stronger 

for the medium with mNko /525  than for the medium mNko /2500 . As an 

other example, for the material mNko /325   in Fig. 3.8(a), it is  seen  that  the  

perturbation effect of the Laguerre USCP is approximately four times higher around 

 

Fig. 3.8. Normalized real part perturbation (a) and normalized imaginary part perturbation (b) of the 

time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Laguerre USCP with a bound 

electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

( 14101xo   Hz). 

 

the proximity of  6x10
-16

  second   than  the  perturbation  effect  occurred  around  the  

proximity  of  2x10
-16

 second for the same material. In Fig. 3.8(b), it is clearly seen 

that there are different increment and decrement ratios at the different parts of the 

pulse duration  for  the  imaginary  part  as  it  is  seen  in  the  real  part. Thus,  the  
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real  and imaginary parts of the index of refraction are variable during the pulse 

duration. 

 

Fig. 3.9. Normalized real part perturbation (a) and normalized imaginary part perturbation (b) of the 

time dependent index of refraction during the interaction of a single Hermitian USCP with a bound 

electron without ionization for different spring constant values with a fixed damping constant 

( 14101xo  Hz). 

        

     Fig. 3.9 shows the same normalized effects that are being discussed for Fig. 3.8, 

but this time it is for Hermitian USCP excitation case. As it is seen clearly in Figs 

3.9(a) and 3.9(b), the normalized perturbation effects are too different than the 

Laguerre excitation case in Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b). For Hermitian case, we see sharper 

increments and decrements in the perturbations both for the real and imaginary parts.   

     A common and an important feature seen (we see the same type of behavior in 

section 3.2, too) in both of the Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 is that, while there is a change in the 

real part at some specific part of the applied USCP, the imaginary part is completely 

suppressed for both Laguerre and Hermitian excitation cases. The vice versa of this 
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effect is also seen, i.e., while there is a change in the imaginary part at some specific 

part of the applied USCP, the real part is completely suppressed. So, we can say that 

there are some subdurations where only the real part of the index of refraction is 

dominant and at the rest of the subdurations only the imaginary part of the index of 

refraction is dominant in the duration of a single USCP. This outcome is very 

promising and might be very important for some applications such as pump-probe 

experiments, enhanced imaging resolution, optical lithography and refractive index 

control [90,91,92,93]. The simultaneous occurrence of real and imaginary parts are 

seen only as a sudden jump at the crossover points of the USCPs. In order to show this 

behavior more clearly, Figs. 3.8(a) and 3.8(b) are plotted separately in Fig. 3.10 and 

Figs. 3.9(a) and 3.9(b) are plotted separately in Fig. 3.11.         

 

Fig. 3.10 Separate plotting of Fig. 3.8(a) (upper row: real part perturbation), and Fig. 3.8(b) (lower row: 

imaginary part perturbation) for mNko /4 ,  mNko /325  and mNko /525 . Colors correspond 

to same values of the legend in Fig. 3.8. 
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Fig. 3.11.     Separate plotting of Fig. 3.9(a) (upper row: real part perturbation), and Fig. 3.9(b) (lower 

row: imaginary part perturbation) for mNko /4 , mNko /325  and mNko /525 . Colors 

correspond to same values of the legend in Fig. 3.9. 
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CHAPTER 4 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The results of this work indicate that if the applied field is a USCP, then it is not 

possible to separate the field into pieces to find the polarization effect of each part of 

the applied field on a bound electron since the USCP can not be further broken down 

into separate pieces of the applied field. The traditional Fourier method of multiplying 

the Delta function response with the applied field and integrating (superposing) this 

product in time can only be used for slowly varying envelope approximation which is 

not realistic for single cycle pulses of unity femtosecond and attosecond applied fields. 

In a USCP case, the Lorentz oscillator model must be modified in order to find the 

polarization effect of a single USCP. Since a USCP is extremely broadband,  it is not 

realistic to use a center frequency in the calculations as is done in the Fourier series 

expansion approach. Results in this work are presented on the transient response of the 

system during the USCP duration without switching to frequency domain. In order to 

accomplish this mathematically, we developed a new technique we label as the 

“Modifier Function Approach”.  The modifier function is embedded in the classic 

Lorentz damped oscillator model and by this way, we upgrade the oscillator model so 

that it is compatible with the USCP on its right side as the driving force. Results of 

this work also provide a new modified version of the Lorentz oscillator model for 

ultrafast optics. The results also indicate that the time response of the two models used 
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to represent the USCP can alter the time dependent polarization of the material as it 

interacts with a single cycle pulse. 

     As a second model, that we label as the “Convolutional Modifier Function  (CMF) 

Approach”, we chose to provide a convolution of the applied field and the embedded 

modifier function for a further refinement of the classical Lorentz damped oscillator 

model. This technique is proposed for the interaction of a USCP with a bound electron 

in a close resonance case. The convolution approach allows one to incorporate 

previous motion of the electron with the interacting applied field.  Results are 

compared for the motion of the electron for each case and the observed change in the 

index of refraction as a function of time for two different cases.  As expected, the 

index of refraction is not a constant in the ultra short time time domain under the 

assumptions applied in these studies. The motion of the electron is also highly 

dependent on the type of input single cycle pulse applied (Laguerre or Hermitian). 

     We also extended the second model in section 3.3 by employing the modified 

Taylor series expansion method for the solution of VIE in CMF technique. The 

extended work shows both some common results and different results when compared 

to the results of the first version of CMF approach in Section 3.1. The most important 

result illustrated by the current work  is that, during the interaction of a USCP with a 

bound electron, there are some time durations of the USCP  where only the  real part 

or only the imaginary part of the index of refraction exists. This will have important 

consequences in the interaction dynamics. The current work sheds light on the 

meaning of the complex index of refraction during the interaction of a USCP both 

during and after the pulse ends. 
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APPENDIX 

 

A1. Matlab function for the solution of Laguerre USCP excitation with 

Modifier Function Approach  

function f=modifierLagr 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010                                                                                                                                                                                      

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 2.1 and 2.2 of this       

% thesis for Laguerre USCP excitation with Modifier Function Approach.     

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

gama=1e16; 

spring=525;      

mass=9.11e-31;      

e=-1.6e-19; 

z=5e-9; 

c=3e8; 

too=1e-15; 

h=1e-18; 
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Eoo=0.65e3;  

counter=1; 

for t=0:h:8e-16 

    FF5(counter)=-Eoo*exp(-((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)*7.5/(too))^2)*((-1/24)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-

1)/too)^4+(15/24)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)/too)^3-(5/2)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)/too)^2+2*((t-4e-

16-z*c^-1)/too)); 

    dFF5(counter)=-15*Eoo*(-15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)/too^2*exp(-(-15/2*t+3e-

15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-1/24*(t-4e-16-z/c)^4/too^4+5/8*(t-4e-16-z/c)^3/too^3-

5/2*(t-4e-16-z/c)^2/too^2+2*(t-4e-16-z/c)/too)-Eoo*exp(-(-15/2*t+3e-

15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-1/6*(t-4e-16-z/c)^3/too^4+15/8*(t-4e-16-z/c)^2/too^3-5*(t-

4e-16-z/c)/too^2+2/too); 

    ddFF5(counter)=225/2*Eoo/too^2*exp(-(-15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-

1/24*(t-4e-16-z/c)^4/too^4+5/8*(t-4e-16-z/c)^3/too^3-5/2*(t-4e-16-

z/c)^2/too^2+2*(t-4e-16-z/c)/too)-225*Eoo*(-15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^4*exp(-

(-15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-1/24*(t-4e-16-z/c)^4/too^4+5/8*(t-4e-16-

z/c)^3/too^3-5/2*(t-4e-16-z/c)^2/too^2+2*(t-4e-16-z/c)/too)-30*Eoo*(-15/2*t+3e-

15+15/2*z/c)/too^2*exp(-(-15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-1/6*(t-4e-16-

z/c)^3/too^4+15/8*(t-4e-16-z/c)^2/too^3-5*(t-4e-16-z/c)/too^2+2/too)-Eoo*exp(-(-

15/2*t+3e-15+15/2*z/c)^2/too^2)*(-1/2*(t-4e-16-z/c)^2/too^4+15/4*(t-4e-16-

z/c)/too^3-5/too^2); 

    realtime(counter)=t; 

    counter=counter+1; 

end 
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dummy=size(realtime); 

final=dummy(2); 

for i=1:1:final 

    P(i)=2*dFF5(i)+gama*FF5(i); 

    Q(i)=ddFF5(i)+gama*dFF5(i)+(spring/mass)*FF5(i); 

end       

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(FF5(i)/h^2)+P(i)/(2*h); 

    B(i)=Q(i)-2*FF5(i)/h^2; 

    C(i)=(FF5(i)/h^2)-P(i)/(2*h); 

    D(i)=(e/mass)*FF5(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 

end 

for i=1:1:final 

    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

Xto=0; 

Xtf=0; 
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D(1)=D(1)-C(1)*Xto; 

D(final)=D(final)-A(final)*Xtf; 

D=D‟; 

x=(M\D); 

FF5=FF5‟; 

totaleffect=FF5.*x; 

D=D‟; 

FF5=FF5‟; 

for i=1:1:final 

        P(i)=(1/FF5(i))*(2*dFF5(i)+gama*FF5(i)); 

        Q(i)=(1/FF5(i))*(ddFF5(i)+gama*dFF5(i)+(spring/mass)*FF5(i)); 

end 

figure(„Name‟,‟FF5‟),plot(realtime,FF5),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]) 

figure(„Name‟,‟modifier‟),plot(realtime,x),xlabel(„t(sec)‟),ylabel(„ModifierFunction 

(C.m/N)‟),xlim([0 8e-16]) 

figure(„Name‟,‟totaleffect‟),plot(realtime,totaleffect),xlabel(„t 

(sec)‟),ylabel(„Oscillation Amplitude (m)‟);xlim([0 8e-16]) 

figure(„Name‟,‟P‟),plot(realtime,P),xlim([0 8e-16]),ylabel(„Time varying damping 

coefficient (Hz)‟),xlabel(„t (sec)‟),axis([0 8e-16 -4e18 7e18]) 

figure(„Name‟,‟Q‟),plot(realtime,Q),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]),ylabel(„Time varying 

spring coefficient (N/m)‟),xlabel(„t (sec)‟),axis([0 8e-16 -1.5e34 2.5e34]) 

return; 
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A2. Matlab function for the solution of Hermitian USCP excitation with 

Modifier Function Approach  

function f=modifierHerm 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010                                                                                                           

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 2.1 and 2.2 of this       

% thesis for Hermitian USCP excitation with Modifier Function Approach.    

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

gama=1e17; 

spring=525; 

mass=9.11e-31;      

e=-1.6e-19; 

z=5e-9; 

c=3e8; 

too=1e-15; 

h=1e-16; 

Eoo=1e2;  

counter=1; 

C=0.86733; 
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phi=4e-15; 

for t=0:h:10*too 

    FF5(counter)=Eoo*C*(1-((t-phi-z*c^-1)/too)^2)*exp(-(((t-phi-z*c^-1)/too)^2)/2); 

    dFF5(counter)=-2*Eoo*C*(t-phi-z/c)/too^2*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)-

Eoo*C*(1-(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)*(t-phi-z/c)/too^2*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2); 

    ddFF5(counter)=-2*Eoo*C/too^2*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)+4*Eoo*C*(t-phi-

z/c)^2/too^4*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)-Eoo*C*(1-(t-phi-

z/c)^2/too^2)/too^2*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)+Eoo*C*(1-(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2)*(t-

phi-z/c)^2/too^4*exp(-1/2*(t-phi-z/c)^2/too^2); 

    realtime(counter)=t; 

    counter=counter+1; 

end 

dummy=size(realtime); 

final=dummy(2); 

for i=1:1:final 

    P(i)=2*dFF5(i)+gama*FF5(i); 

    Q(i)=ddFF5(i)+gama*dFF5(i)+(spring/mass)*FF5(i); 

end       

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(FF5(i)/h^2)+P(i)/(2*h); 

    B(i)=Q(i)-2*FF5(i)/h^2; 

    C(i)=(FF5(i)/h^2)-P(i)/(2*h); 

    D(i)=(e/mass)*FF5(i); 
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end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 

end 

for i=1:1:final 

    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

Xto=0; 

Xtf=0; 

D(1)=D(1)-C(1)*Xto; 

D(final)=D(final)-A(final)*Xtf; 

D=D'; 

x=(M\D); 

FF5=FF5'; 

totaleffect=FF5.*x; 

nreal=real(sqrt(1+(avogadro*e*totaleffect)./(epsO*FF5))); 

nimag=imag(sqrt(1+(avogadro*e*totaleffect)./(epsO*FF5))); 

D=D'; 

FF5=FF5'; 

for i=1:1:final 
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        P(i)=(1/FF5(i))*(2*dFF5(i)+gama*FF5(i)); 

        Q(i)=(1/FF5(i))*(ddFF5(i)+gama*dFF5(i)+(spring/mass)*FF5(i)); 

end 

figure('Name','FF5'),plot(realtime,FF5),grid on,title('Applied Ultrashort Single-Cycle 

Hermitian Pulse'); 

figure('Name','modifier'),plot(realtime,x),xlabel('t (sec)'),ylabel('Dipole Moment per 

Unit Force (C.m/N)'); 

figure('Name','totaleffect'),plot(realtime,totaleffect),xlabel('t(sec)'),ylabel('Oscillation 

Amplitude (m)'); 

figure('Name','nreal'),plot(realtime,nreal),grid on 

return; 
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A3. Matlab function for the solution of Laguerre USCP excitation with 

Concolutional Modifier Function Approach  

function f=convModifierLagr 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010                                                                                                          

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 3.2 of this thesis for    

% Laguerre USCP excitation with Convolutional Modifier Function Approach   

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

gama=1e14; 

spring=525;      

mass=9.11e-31;      

qe=-1.6e-19; 

z=5e-9; 

c=3e8; 

epsO=8.854e-12; 

avogadro=6.02e23; 

too=1e-15; 

h=1e-18;    

Eo=0.65e3;  
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fo=1; 

fnum=1; 

timecounter1=1; 

timecounter2=1; 

for t=0:h:8e-16 

    realtime(timecounter1)=t; 

    timecounter1=timecounter1+1; 

end 

for t=0:h:16e-16 

    realtimeconv(timecounter2)=t; 

    timecounter2=timecounter2+1; 

end 

timesize=size(realtime); 

final=timesize(2); 

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(1/(h^2))+(gama/(2*h)); 

    B(i)=(spring/mass)-(2/(h^2)); 

    C(i)=(1/(h^2))-(gama/(2*h)); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 

end 

for i=1:1:final 
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    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

Xto=0; 

Xtf=0; 

x1convsum=zeros(1,2*final-1); 

x2convsum=zeros(1,2*final-1); 

for a=1:1:fnum 

    counter=1; 

    for t=0:h:8e-16  

        if a==1 

            E(counter)=-Eo*exp(-((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)*7.5/(too))^2)*((-1/24)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-

1)/too)^4+(15/24)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)/too)^3-(5/2)*((t-4e-16-z*c^-1)/too)^2+2*((t-4e-

16-z*c^-1)/too)); % Laguerre USCP  

        end 

        f1(counter)=fo*(exp(-((t-z*c^-1)/(too))^2)-sin((t-z*c^-1)/too)^(-a)); 

        f2(counter)=fo*(exp(-((t-z*c^-1)/(too))^2)+sin((t-z*c^-1)/too)^(-a)); 

        df1(counter)=fo*(- (2*t - (2*z)/c)/(too^2*exp((t - z/c)^2/too^2)) - (a*cos((t - 

z/c)/too)*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 1))/too); 
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        ddf1(counter)=fo*((2*t-(2*z)/c)^2/(too^4*exp((t-z/c)^2/too^2)) - 2/(too^2*exp((t 

- z/c)^2/too^2)) + (a*sin((t - z/c)/too)*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 1))/too^2 - (a*cos((t - 

z/c)/too)^2*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 2)*(a - 1))/too^2); 

        df2(counter)=fo*((a*cos((t - z/c)/too)*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 1))/too - (2*t - 

(2*z)/c)/(too^2*exp((t - z/c)^2/too^2))); 

        ddf2(counter)=fo*((2*t - (2*z)/c)^2/(too^4*exp((t - z/c)^2/too^2)) - 

2/(too^2*exp((t - z/c)^2/too^2)) - (a*sin((t - z/c)/too)*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 1))/too^2 + 

(a*cos((t - z/c)/too)^2*sin((t - z/c)/too)^(a - 2)*(a - 1))/too^2); 

        counter=counter+1; 

    end 

    F1=ddf1+gama*df1+(spring/mass)*f1-(qe/mass)*E; 

    F1(1)=F1(1)-C(1)*Xto; 

    F1(final)=F1(final)-A(final)*Xtf; 

    F1=F1'; 

    xo1=(M\F1); 

    x1conv(a,1:2*final-1)=h*conv(xo1,E);   

    F2=ddf2+gama*df2+(spring/mass)*f2-(qe/mass)*E; 

    F2(1)=F2(1)-C(1)*Xto; 

    F2(final)=F2(final)-A(final)*Xtf; 

    F2=F2'; 

    xo2=(M\F2); 

    x2conv(a,1:2*final-1)=h*conv(xo2,E); 

end 
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convsize=size(x1conv); 

finalc=convsize(2); 

for n=1:1:fnum 

    x1convsum=x1convsum+x1conv(n,1:2*final-1); 

    x2convsum=x2convsum+x2conv(n,1:2*final-1); 

end 

x1convfinal=x1convsum/fnum; 

x2convfinal=x2convsum/fnum; 

xconvfinal=(x1convfinal+x2convfinal)/2; 

for n=1:1:final 

    totaleffect(n)=xconvfinal(n);  

end 

nreal=real(sqrt(1+(avogadro*qe*totaleffect)./(epsO*E))); 

nimag=imag(sqrt(1+(avogadro*qe*totaleffect)./(epsO*E))); 

figure('Name','x1convfinal'),plot(x1convfinal),grid on;xlim([0 1600]); 

figure('Name','x2convfinal'),plot(x2convfinal),grid on;xlim([0 1600]); 

figure('Name','xconvfinal'),plot(realtimeconv,xconvfinal),grid on,xlim([0 16e-16]); 

figure('Name','totaleffect'),plot(realtime,totaleffect),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

figure('Name','nreal'),plot(realtime,nreal),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

figure('Name','nimag'),plot(realtime,nimag),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

return; 
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A4. Matlab function for the solution of Hermitian USCP excitation with 

Convolutional Modifier Function Approach  

function f=convModifierHerm 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010                                                                                                           

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 3.2 of this thesis for    

% Hermitian USCP excitation with Convolutional Modifier Function Approach   

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

gama=1e14; 

spring=4;      

mass=9.11e-31;      

qe=-1.6e-19; 

z=5e-9; 

c=3e8; 

epsO=8.854e-12; 

avogadro=6.02e23; 

too=1e-15; 

h=1e-16;     

Eo=1e2;      
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fo=1; 

fnum=1; 

Const=0.86733; 

phi1=4e-15; 

timecounter1=1; 

timecounter2=1; 

for t=0:h:8e-15  

    realtime(timecounter1)=t; 

    timecounter1=timecounter1+1; 

end 

for t=0:h:16e-15 

    realtimeconv(timecounter2)=t; 

    timecounter2=timecounter2+1; 

end 

timesize=size(realtime); 

final=timesize(2); 

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(1/(h^2))+(gama/(2*h)); 

    B(i)=(spring/mass)-(2/(h^2)); 

    C(i)=(1/(h^2))-(gama/(2*h)); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 
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end 

for i=1:1:final 

    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

Xto=0; 

Xtf=0; 

x1convsum=zeros(1,2*final-1); 

for a=1:1:fnum 

    counter=1; 

    for t=0:h:8e-15 

        if a==1 

            E(counter)=Eo*Const*(1-((t-phi1-z*c^-1)/too)^2)*exp(-(((t-phi1-z*c^-

1)/too)^2)/2); % Hermitian USCP  

        end         

        f1(counter)=fo*(1-((t-phi1-z*c^-1)/too)^(-a)); % Hermitian Trial Function 

        df1(counter)=fo*((t-phi1-z/c)/too)^(-a)*a/(t-phi1-z/c); % Hermitian Trial 

Function First Derivative 

        ddf1(counter)=-fo*((t-phi1-z/c)/too)^(-a)*a^2/(t-phi1-z/c)^2-fo*((t-phi1-

z/c)/too)^(-a)*a/(t-phi1-z/c)^2; % Hermitian Trial Function Second Derivative 

        counter=counter+1; 
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    end 

    F1=ddf1+gama*df1+(spring/mass)*f1-(qe/mass)*E; 

    F1(1)=F1(1)-C(1)*Xto; 

    F1(final)=F1(final)-A(final)*Xtf; 

    F1=F1'; 

    xo1=(M\F1); 

    x1conv(a,1:2*final-1)=h*conv(xo1,E); 

end 

convsize=size(x1conv); 

finalc=convsize(2); 

for n=1:1:fnum 

    x1convsum=x1convsum+x1conv(n,1:2*final-1); 

end 

x1convfinal=x1convsum/fnum; 

for n=1:1:final 

    totaleffect(n)=x1convfinal(n); 

end 

nreal=real(sqrt(1+(avogadro*qe*totaleffect)./(epsO*E))); 

nimag=imag(sqrt(1+(avogadro*qe*totaleffect)./(epsO*E))); 

figure('Name','totaleffect'),plot(realtime,totaleffect),grid on,xlim([0 8e-15]); 

figure('Name','nreal'),plot(nreal),grid on; 

figure('Name','nimag'),plot(nimag),grid on; 

return; 
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A5. Matlab function for the solution of Laguerre USCP excitation with 

Convolutional Modifier Function Approach by solving VIE with modified 

Taylor Expansion Method 

function f=convModifierVtrLagr 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010                                                                                                                                                                                      

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 3.4 of this thesis for    

% Laguerre USCP excitation with Convolutional Modifier Function Approach 

% by solving Volterra Integral Equation with Modified Taylor Expansion Method 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

syms t tau to theta1 theta2 alpha beta a Eo fo Ett sprng gama mass charge  

to=1e-15; 

theta1=0.4167; 

theta2=0.016667; 

Eo=0.65e3; 

fo=1; 

Ett=-7.5293e-5; 

alpha=((t-tau)/to)-theta1; 

alphaf=(t/to)-theta1; 
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beta=(t/to)-theta2; 

epsO=8.854e-12; 

avogadro=6.02e23; 

f1=fo*(exp(-beta^2)-sin(beta^a)); 

f2=fo*(exp(-beta^2)+sin(beta^a)); 

E=-Eo*exp(-(7.5*alpha)^2)*((-1/24)*alpha^4+(15/24)*alpha^3-

(5/2)*alpha^2+2*alpha); 

Ef=-Eo*exp(-(7.5*alphaf)^2)*((-1/24)*alphaf^4+(15/24)*alphaf^3-

(5/2)*alphaf^2+2*alphaf); 

integrand1=E; 

integrand2=E*(tau-t); 

integrand3=E*((tau-t)^2); 

integrand4=diff(E,t); 

integrand5=diff(E,t,2); 

df1=diff(f1,t); 

ddf1=diff(f1,t,2); 

df2=diff(f2,t); 

ddf2=diff(f2,t,2); 

I1=int(integrand1,tau,0,t); 

I2=int(integrand2,tau,0,t); 

I3=int(integrand3,tau,0,t); 

I4=int(integrand4,tau,0,t); 

I5=int(integrand5,tau,0,t); 
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xo1=(f1-df1*I2-0.5*ddf1*I3+0.5*Ett*df1*I3)/(1+I1-

I2*(Ett+I4)+0.5*(Ett^2)*I3+0.5*Ett*I3*I4-0.5*I3*I5); 

xo2=(f2-df2*I2-0.5*ddf2*I3+0.5*Ett*df2*I3)/(1+I1-

I2*(Ett+I4)+0.5*(Ett^2)*I3+0.5*Ett*I3*I4-0.5*I3*I5); 

xo=0.5*(xo1+xo2); 

F=diff(xo,t,2)+gama*diff(xo,t)+(sprng/mass)*xo; 

S=F+(charge/mass)*Ef; 

fnum=1; 

h=1e-18; 

realtime=(0:h:8e-16); 

convtime=(0:h:16e-16); 

sz=size(realtime); 

final=sz(2); 

sprng=4; 

gama=1e14; 

mass=9.11e-31; 

charge=-1.6e-19; 

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(1/(h^2))+(gama/(2*h)); 

    B(i)=(sprng/mass)-(2/(h^2)); 

    C(i)=(1/(h^2))-(gama/(2*h)); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 
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    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 

end 

for i=1:1:final 

    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

for a=1:1:fnum 

    for i=1:1:final 

        t=realtime(i); 

        if (a==1) 

            eval_Ef(i)=eval(Ef); 

            eval_I1(i)=eval(I1); 

            eval_I2(i)=eval(I2); 

            eval_I3(i)=eval(I3); 

            eval_I4(i)=eval(I4); 

            eval_I5(i)=eval(I5); 

        end 

        eval_S(i)=eval(S); 

    end 

    if (a==1) 

        eval_S=eval_S'; 
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    end 

    ft=M\eval_S; 

    ft=ft'; 

    for k=1:1:final-2 

        dft(k+1)=(ft(k+2)-ft(k))/(2*h); 

        ddft(k+1)=(ft(k)-2*ft(k+1)+ft(k+2))/(h^2); 

    end 

    dft(1)=dft(2); 

    ddft(1)=ddft(2); 

    dft(final)=dft(final-1); 

    ddft(final)=ddft(final-1); 

    xoV=(ft-dft.*eval_I2+(Ett*dft*0.5-ddft*0.5-(Ett^2)*0.5).*eval_I3)./(1+eval_I1-

eval_I2.*(Ett+eval_I4)+0.5*Ett*eval_I3.*(eval_I4-eval_I5)); 

    xVconv(a,1:2*final-1)=h*conv(xoV,eval_Ef); 

end 

xVconvsum=zeros(1,2*final-1); 

for n=1:1:fnum 

    xVconvsum=xVconvsum+xVconv(n,1:2*final-1); 

end 

xVconvfinal=xVconvsum/fnum; 

for i=1:1:final 

    totaleffect(i)=xVconvfinal(i); 

end 
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nreal=real(sqrt(1+(avogadro*charge*totaleffect)./(epsO*eval_Ef))); 

nimag=imag(sqrt(1+(avogadro*charge*totaleffect)./(epsO*eval_Ef))); 

figure,plot(convtime,xVconvfinal),grid on; 

figure('Name','nreal'),plot(realtime,nreal),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

figure('Name','nimag'),plot(realtime,nimag),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

return; 
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A6. Matlab function for the solution of Hermitian USCP excitation with 

Convolutional Modifier Function Approach by solving VIE with modified 

Taylor Expansion Method 

function f=convModifierVtrHerm 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% Written by Ufuk Parali                                                   

% Department of Electrical Engineering                                     

% University of Nebraska, Lincoln, 2010 

% This program calculates the outputs in Section 3.4 of this thesis for    

% Laguerre USCP excitation with Convolutional Modifier Function Approach 

% by solving Volterra Integral Equation with Modified Taylor Expansion Method 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear all 

format long 

syms t tau to theta1 theta2 alpha beta a Eo fo Ett sprng gama mass charge  

to=1e-15; 

theta1=0.4167; 

theta2=0.016667; 

Eo=0.65e3; 

fo=1; 

Ett=-7.5293e-5; 

alpha=((t-tau)/to)-theta1; 

alphaf=(t/to)-theta1; 
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beta=(t/to)-theta2; 

epsO=8.854e-12; 

avogadro=6.02e23; 

f1=fo*(exp(-beta^2)-sin(beta^a)); 

f2=fo*(exp(-beta^2)+sin(beta^a)); 

E=-Eo*exp(-(7.5*alpha)^2)*((-1/24)*alpha^4+(15/24)*alpha^3-

(5/2)*alpha^2+2*alpha); 

Ef=-Eo*exp(-(7.5*alphaf)^2)*((-1/24)*alphaf^4+(15/24)*alphaf^3-

(5/2)*alphaf^2+2*alphaf); 

integrand1=E; 

integrand2=E*(tau-t); 

integrand3=E*((tau-t)^2); 

integrand4=diff(E,t); 

integrand5=diff(E,t,2); 

df1=diff(f1,t); 

ddf1=diff(f1,t,2); 

df2=diff(f2,t); 

ddf2=diff(f2,t,2); 

I1=int(integrand1,tau,0,t); 

I2=int(integrand2,tau,0,t); 

I3=int(integrand3,tau,0,t); 

I4=int(integrand4,tau,0,t); 

I5=int(integrand5,tau,0,t); 
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xo1=(f1-df1*I2-0.5*ddf1*I3+0.5*Ett*df1*I3)/(1+I1-

I2*(Ett+I4)+0.5*(Ett^2)*I3+0.5*Ett*I3*I4-0.5*I3*I5); 

xo2=(f2-df2*I2-0.5*ddf2*I3+0.5*Ett*df2*I3)/(1+I1-

I2*(Ett+I4)+0.5*(Ett^2)*I3+0.5*Ett*I3*I4-0.5*I3*I5); 

xo=0.5*(xo1+xo2); 

F=diff(xo,t,2)+gama*diff(xo,t)+(sprng/mass)*xo; 

S=F+(charge/mass)*Ef; 

fnum=1; 

h=1e-18; 

realtime=(0:h:8e-16); 

convtime=(0:h:16e-16); 

sz=size(realtime); 

final=sz(2); 

sprng=4; 

gama=1e14; 

mass=9.11e-31; 

charge=-1.6e-19; 

for i=1:1:final 

    A(i)=(1/(h^2))+(gama/(2*h)); 

    B(i)=(sprng/mass)-(2/(h^2)); 

    C(i)=(1/(h^2))-(gama/(2*h)); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 
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    M(i-1,i)=A(i-1); 

end 

for i=1:1:final 

    M(i,i)=B(i); 

end 

for i=2:1:final 

    M(i,i-1)=C(i); 

end 

for a=1:1:fnum 

    for i=1:1:final 

        t=realtime(i); 

        if (a==1) 

            eval_Ef(i)=eval(Ef); 

            eval_I1(i)=eval(I1); 

            eval_I2(i)=eval(I2); 

            eval_I3(i)=eval(I3); 

            eval_I4(i)=eval(I4); 

            eval_I5(i)=eval(I5); 

        end 

        eval_S(i)=eval(S); 

    end 

    if (a==1) 

        eval_S=eval_S'; 
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    end 

    ft=M\eval_S; 

    ft=ft'; 

    for k=1:1:final-2 

        dft(k+1)=(ft(k+2)-ft(k))/(2*h); 

        ddft(k+1)=(ft(k)-2*ft(k+1)+ft(k+2))/(h^2); 

    end 

    dft(1)=dft(2); 

    ddft(1)=ddft(2); 

    dft(final)=dft(final-1); 

    ddft(final)=ddft(final-1); 

    xoV=(ft-dft.*eval_I2+(Ett*dft*0.5-ddft*0.5-(Ett^2)*0.5).*eval_I3)./(1+eval_I1-

eval_I2.*(Ett+eval_I4)+0.5*Ett*eval_I3.*(eval_I4-eval_I5)); 

    xVconv(a,1:2*final-1)=h*conv(xoV,eval_Ef); 

end 

xVconvsum=zeros(1,2*final-1); 

for n=1:1:fnum 

    xVconvsum=xVconvsum+xVconv(n,1:2*final-1); 

end 

xVconvfinal=xVconvsum/fnum; 

for i=1:1:final 

    totaleffect(i)=xVconvfinal(i); 

end 
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nreal=real(sqrt(1+(avogadro*charge*totaleffect)./(epsO*eval_Ef))); 

nimag=imag(sqrt(1+(avogadro*charge*totaleffect)./(epsO*eval_Ef))); 

figure,plot(convtime,xVconvfinal),grid on; 

figure('Name','nreal'),plot(realtime,nreal),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

figure('Name','nimag'),plot(realtime,nimag),grid on,xlim([0 8e-16]); 

return; 
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